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a b s t r a c t

With emphasis on close boiling, (near-)ideal VLE mixtures, this paper links the efficiency of distillation to
the binary feed composition and thermal properties of the compounds. The proposed approach, treating
the process as a heat engine, allows to directly quantify distillation performance (in terms of energy
intensity & efficiency) based on the components boiling points and feed composition. In addition, this
approach reviews and formulates simple, approximate and essentially non-iterative calculation pro-
cedures to quickly estimate the energy efficiency of distillation. These estimations may be applied to
identify opportunities to save significant amounts of energy.

The results show that the reboiler duty for low relative volatility is relatively independent of the heat
of vaporization and feed composition, while being reciprocally proportional to the Carnot efficiency of
the distillation column. The internal efficiency for distillation of mixtures with low relative volatility has
a maximum of about 70% for a symmetrical feed (equimolar ratio) and decreases to zero for unsym-
metrical feed compositions approaching infinite dilution. With increasing relative volatility, the
maximum efficiency is preserved, but the locus shifts towards lower light component fractions. At very
high relative volatility, the internal efficiency increases with decreasing concentration of light compo-
nent, as typical for evaporators.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Distillation is historically the most extensively studied, well-
known and analyzed separation unit operation. In spite of its
benefits and wide-spread use, distillation is by its nature an energy
inefficient process and thus it remains a significant contributor to
the total use of energy resources worldwide, claiming about 95% of
the total energy used in separations and roughly 3% of the total
energy used in USA [9].

Proper understanding of distillation processes is clearly needed
to elaborate on its efficiency. The energy intensity of processes is
coupled with the origin of the energy, and transformation of the
used energy to perform the desired separation task, i.e. objective
evaluation of the efficiency of such processes. Understanding the
energy intensity and efficiency of distillations by simple calcula-
tions is of practical importance. One interpretation of efficiency
refers to the possible separation efficiency (i.e. product purities)
r Ltd. This is an open access article
relative to the number of theoretical (equilibrium) stages. Another
interpretation refers to the thermodynamic efficiency (i.e. energy
usage) that indicates possible reduction of energy use in separa-
tions. Numerous papers deal with the energy intensity and effi-
ciency of distillation based on approaches using second
thermodynamic law analysis, such as exergy analysis [8,17,31,32],
entropy production analysis [10,16] and related pinch-analysis us-
ing equilibrium temperature-enthalpy profiles of distillation col-
umns [5,12]. Table 1 summarizes the most encountered definitions
of thermodynamic efficiency for distillation [14].

Ideally, a reasonably accurate estimation of the efficiency can be
made on the basis of simple calculations. Somewell-known rules of
thumb for process feasibility based on properties of the separated
compounds have been proposed [7]. These rules of thumb lack
quantification of the estimated performance efficiency, and mostly
present only boundaries of feasible or infeasible regions of indi-
vidual process parameters, disregarding any interactions between
those. In this work, a quantitative efficiency analysis based on
exergy analysis is described.

Exergy analysis based and entropy production based analysis
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Table 1
Definitions of thermodynamic efficiencies for uncoupled and coupled processes.

Efficiency type Uncoupled process Coupling efficiency (coupled process) Overall efficiency (coupled process)

Entropy (S) e hS ¼ SSEP
SH

hOS ¼ SSEP
SHþSL

Exergy (B)
nB ¼

P
BoutP
Bin

hB ¼ BSEP
BH

hOB ¼ BSEP
BHþBL

Energy (E)
nE ¼

P
EoutP
Ein

hE ¼ hShC
T1
T2
þhShC

hOE ¼ hO
S h

O
C

TO
1

TO
2
þhO
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Fig. 1. Utilization of delivered work potential in distillation processes for separation
and adjacent losses.
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and optimization methods for distillations were reviewed over a
decade ago [11]. The concept of the zero entropy production col-
umn was introduced as a theoretical machine with a thermody-
namic efficiency equal to unity [13]. The effect of the thermal state
of the feed was also studied [2,4]. Various strategies to improve the
low thermodynamic efficiency of distillation of binary mixtures
were proposed, such as introduction of various heat-pumping
technologies [28,29], a diabatic distillation column with side
reboilers and condensers [1,3] or advanced internal heat integrated
distillation systems [20,24].

This paper analyzes distillation of near-ideal binary systems
from a heat engine perspective (considering distillation as a process
creating separationwork) and investigates the influence of the feed
composition and thermal properties of separated compounds on
the internal efficiency of the heat engine. Limits of the heat engine
analogy arising from additional thermal effects are defined using
rigorous exergy analysis of a distillation process. This original
approach allows a simple and direct quantification of distillation
performance (energy intensity and efficiency) based on boiling
points of the separated compounds and the feed composition.
Although the efficiency formulas can be also derived from rigorous
exergy balance approach [2], and numerical results obtained using
pinch-analysis of equilibrium column temperature-enthalpy pro-
files [4], the approach proposed in this paper is more instructive
and natural due to its clear analogy to Carnot's heat engine e

especially if the reader is not an expert in exergy analysis and
optimization approaches of distillation systems.

The transformation of heat in separation work in a distillation
process is decomposed in partial contributions arising from the
basic properties and composition of the separated mixture. Such an
analysis reveals the challenge associated with distillation of
particular binary mixtures and addresses the appropriate modifi-
cations of distillation technology, or selection of an alternative
separation technique. This paper also provides some practical rec-
ommendations to improve the energy efficiency of distillation.

2. Results and discussion

Mixing of compounds is a spontaneous irreversible process that
occurs with generation of entropy of mixing. Separation of a
mixture is basically a reversed mixing process, thus non-
spontaneous. As such, it needs delivery of work from outside to
be driven [26]. This work can be done by:

▪ Addition of higher potential heat (e.g. desorption), with possible
withdrawal of lower potential heat (e.g. distillation,
evaporation)

▪ Shaft work using pumping or compression (e.g. membrane
processes)

▪ Transport induced by external force-field (e.g. electrodialysis)

Besides external addition of work, separation operations can
utilize the physical potential of the stream to be separated as well
(i.e. the mixture to be separated has higher enthalpy, e.g. by
elevated pressure, temperature or being saturated vapor instead of
boiling liquid in case of distillation feed). Distinguishing between
external work delivery and the physical potential of stream as
sources of work is often just a matter of definition of boundaries.
For example, physical potential of the stream can be achieved at the
expense of external utility (e.g. mechanical energy of reverse
osmosis inlet stream due to its pressure acquired by shaft work of a
pump, or vaporization of a distillation feed prior to its injection to
the column).

Understanding of separation processes as heat engines is ad-
vantageous to define the objective efficiency of such processes
[2,9,14]. This definition reflects the fact that external work deliv-
ered combined with the work potential of the streams can be fully
transferred into separation work only if such process works in a
reversible mode, which is of course only a theoretical concept. Real
irreversible separation processes always use more of the work
potential than theoretically needed, and part of it is destroyed,
which is reflected in the generation of entropy due to mass and
heat-transfer phenomena. Fig. 1 provides a qualitative overview of
the utilization of work potential for separation work and entropy
production in distillation processes. The process efficiency can be
defined as ratio of separation work produced over the work deliv-
ered & physical work potential used.
2.1. Separation work

The energy intensity of distillation is commonly expressed as
heat duty of the reboiler, normalized on the feed or one of the
products of importance (e.g. MJ/kg product). Although, such an
expression is relevant regarding the expectably proportional con-
sumption of utilities, it does not provide sufficient information on
any objective assessment of:
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▪ Utilization of such heat by the particular distillation unit
▪ How the efficiency of the particular distillation can be improved
by introduction of either a simplemodification of the distillation
process, or possibly by applying an alternative type of separation
process

▪ The type of heat utility needed (steam pressure of different
levels, different fuels)

▪ The possibility of integration of the distillation process within
larger multiunit process to utilize cheap lower potential heat.

▪ Minimum energy consumption of refrigeration cooling, when
the distillation column operates in a cryogenic mode.

The vast majority of heat added to any distillation column in its
reboiler (e.g. by steam) is discharged in its condenser, at a lower
temperature level. Furthermore, this heat is possibly not lost, but
depending on circumstances potentially available for other opera-
tions. An analogous system creating work out of heat is the thermal
power-plant where only a minor part of heat obtained from
burning fuel is transformed in electrical energy, while the rest of
the heat is discharged to cooling utility, thus ‘lost’ [15]. Following
the natural assessment of power-plant efficiency based on the
amount of electricity (work) obtained from fuel, a more funda-
mental approach to the analysis of the efficiency of distillation
processes can be based on the definition of this process as an en-
gine transforming heat in separation work. The idea of such anal-
ogy, arising from the free energy interpretation of separation
processes, has been around for some time [26], but despite its
power still not widely applied in analysis of separation processes.

Isothermal separation work can be expressed as the difference
of compositional contribution to the Gibbs energy of individual
streams. This work is needed to reverse the spontaneous counter-
action of mixing. Acceptance of external work has to be depending
on excessmixing heat effects coupledwith some heat discharge, for
isothermal condition to be sustained.

_WSEP ¼ �T0$D _SSEP

¼ RT0

2
4 X

out of the system

_ni
X

xi½lnðxiÞ þ lnðgiÞ�

�
X

in the system

_nl
X

xl½lnðxlÞ þ lnðglÞ�
3
5 (1)

For an ideal mixture (i.e. activity coefficients equal to one) this
equation can be simplified to:

_WSEP;id ¼ RT0

2
4 X

out of the system

_ni
X

xi lnðxiÞ

�
X

in the system

_nl
X

xl lnðxlÞ
3
5 (2)

In special cases, when pure components are obtained as prod-
ucts of separation (sharp split) of a binary feed, the previous
equation can be further simplified to:

_WSEP;id ¼ �RT0 _nF ½xFA lnðxFAÞ þ ð1� xFAÞlnð1� xFAÞ� (3)

As shown in Fig. 2 (left), the separationwork needed to separate
an ideal binary feed into pure compounds is a symmetrical function
of composition, with a maximum for an equimolar feed and
trending asymptotically to zero at the compositional ends (either of
compounds being infinitely diluted). When only one of the com-
pounds in the mixture is valuable, it is practical to express the work
needed to remove this compound from the mixture, which is
shown in Fig. 2 (right). In Fig. 2 (right), it can be seen that the work
consumption (to obtain both compounds pure) related to the sep-
aration of 1 mol of particular compound increases relatively mildly
at a decreasing concentration of the targeted compound down to a
molar fraction of about 0.15. Below this value, the increase of the
needed separation work steepens with further decrease of the
concentration of the targeted compound. This behavior is a well-
known problem in separation technologies, if the desired product
is strongly diluted (as typical in biological systems) or if an impurity
needs to be removed from the final product to fulfill specifications.
2.2. Distillation as heat engine

Separation work delivered to the streams can be obtained from
heat in a distillation column as in a Carnot like engine, accepting
and discharging heat between the temperature levels of heat
supply and heat sink. In the conceptualization of a distillation
column as such engine, the internal limitation of heat delivery and
withdrawal are the temperatures of vaporization and condensation
in reboiler and condenser, respectively. These are represented by
the boiling points of the pure compounds at the distillation pres-
sure. The maximum work obtainable from heat accepted in the
reboiler can be expressed using the Carnot efficiency:

_Wmax ¼ _Qreb

�
1� TD

TB

�
(4)

Thus, the first quantifiable limitation of distillation performance
arises from the difference in boiling points.

The maximum work of Carnot's engine corresponds to the
theoretical reversible operation of such equipment with zero in-
ternal driving forces. However, in a real distillation column, fully
reversible operation (zero driving force) is impossible, and part of
the work potential is lost (Fig. 3, left), i.e. entropy is generated, as
related in the Gouy - Stodola formula:

_WLost ¼ T0D _Sirr;COL (5)

Lost work is the portion of the total work that is required to
overcome the thermodynamic inefficiency due to driving forces
within the distillation column [25]. Thus the total work potential of
such a Carnot engine can be expressed as:

_WMax ¼ _WSep þ _WLost ¼ T0
�
� D _SSEP þ D _Sirr;COL

�
(6)

This equation can be used to obtain the internal efficiency of
such engine, which leads to the amount of work obtained as
compared to the maximum work achievable corresponding to the
reversible Carnot engine.

hI ¼
_WSep
_WMax

¼ �D _SSEP
D _Sirr;COL � D _SSEP

(7)

This definition of internal efficiency is equivalent to the
“coupling efficiency” on exergy basis presented in Table 1,[14]. From
Eqs. (4)e(7), the separation work follows:

_WSep ¼ hI
_Qreb

�
1� TD

TB

�
¼ hIhC

_Qreb (8)

The definition of efficiency presented by this equation does not
include external interactions of the distillation column with its
surroundings, and as such this definition of efficiency presents its
endo-irreversible limit. In a wider sense, it is more important to
know the efficiency of work potential utilization between
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Fig. 2. Separation work required per mole of feed, as a function of the feed composition (left) and per amount of single component in the feed (right), at various temperatures,
calculated using Eq. (3).

Fig. 3. Distillation column as Carnot heat engine transforming work, within the internal temperature boundaries, into separation work (left) and exo-irreversible limits of heat
delivery and discharge (right).
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temperatures of external heat supply and heat sink, rather than
that of passing heat without external boundaries. When taking the
external interactions into account, the efficiency of work potential
transformation between external heat source and sink, as shown in
Fig. 3 (right) can be defined as follows:

hEXT ¼
_Wsep

_Wmax�ext
¼

hI

�
1� TD

TB

�
_Qreb�

1� Tcold
Thot

�
_Qreb

¼ hI
hC

hC�ext
(9)

From this equation, it follows that the exo-irreversible efficiency
pointing to external interactions is proportional to the product of
internal efficiency and the endo-reversible Carnot efficiency as
presented in Eq. (7). Depending on the situation, the external Car-
not efficiency can be independent (heating and cooling by hot and
cold utility, respectively) or dependent (heat integration or heat-
pumping considerations) on the internal temperature limits pre-
sented in Eq. (4). External heat transfer temperatures provide a
frame for work potential destruction by the exchange of heat. For
example, in scenarios where separated compounds are to be used
to fuel the separation process itself, it is common practice to eval-
uate the net energy intensity of such separation processes by own-
consumption of the product to generate the heat supply needed.
Such an analysis can however provide misleading conclusions.
Following the known cogeneration principles, the heat can be used
to produce work in engines and turbine cycles and possibly only a
small part of the temperature potential may be further needed to
supply the work needed in the distillation column, reducing the
impact of own-consumption. A lot of papers deal with advanced
integration strategies of distillation columns to minimize entropy
production due to external heat transfer, thus minimizing its effect
on net exo-irreversible efficiency, especially using various heat-
pumping technologies [18,19]. Further analysis in this paper will
regard only endo-reversible limits of the boiling points of the
separated compounds in reboiler and condenser, as those are a
foundation for any further exo-irreversible considerations.

Describing a distillation using the Carnot engine analogy re-
quires justification for several reasons. Besides the separation work
done by distillation, at least one other contribution to work is
inevitable, namely the work related to the differences in temper-
ature of feed and products. While equilibration of temperatures of
two streams by co-current heat exchange is spontaneous, the
reverse process needs work input in the form of heat-pumping.
Such a work, reflected in different temperature potential of distil-
late and bottom, is associated with thermal de-mixing. Furthermore,
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applying the first law of thermodynamics on the Carnot engine, a
positive work term requires the heat flow from the hot reservoir to
the engine to be always larger than the heat discharge to the cold
reservoir, which is not necessarily case of distillation. Justification
and possible limitations of the presented conceptual view on
distillation due to these effects can be explained by the flowsheet of
a closed cycle of distillation followed by thermal and material
mixing operations (Fig. 4).

In the proposed closed cycle, the feed stream is fed as liquid to a
distillation column equipped with a total condenser. Distillation is
then followed by a co-current heat exchanger of infinite area,
where the temperatures of both product streams reach the same
value (thermal equilibrium). Consecutively, the heat of both prod-
ucts is further adjusted to the temperature of the feed for reversible
heat supply (or heat withdrawal). In this case, reversiblemeans that
the hypothetical temperature of heat addition/withdrawal is
equivalent to the actual temperature of the streams in that part of
the heat exchanger. Afterwards, both streams are isothermally
mixed e again with reversible supply/withdrawal of the heat to/
from the mixer, respectively. After the mixer, the composition and
temperature of the mixture is equivalent to the properties of the
feed of the distillation column. All operations are performed at the
same pressure. Such a scheme decomposes the work done by the
distillation column in two individual contributions to its destruc-
tion: first destruction of heat potential of streams by co-current
heat exchange, followed by destruction of isothermal separation
work by isothermal mixing. Also, the impact and relative impor-
tance of additional enthalpy effects is represented by the inter-
mediate temperature adjustment step.

A general work potential (exergy) balance-equation:

X
in the
system

 
_Gi þ _Qj

 
1� T0

Tj

!
þ _Wk

!

¼
X

out of the
system

�
_Gi þ _Qm

�
1� T0

Tm

�
þ _Wn

�
þ T0:D _Sirr (10)

can be rearranged for the entire cycle as:
Fig. 4. Cycle of consecutive destruction of distillation work done to the feed, consisting of co
reversible temperature adjustment of both products to temperature of the feed, isotherma
X
in the system

 
_Gi þ _Qj

 
1� T0

Tj

!
þ _Wk

!

¼
X

out of the system

�
_Gi þ _Qm

�
1� T0

Tm

�
þ _Wn

�
þ T0$D _Sirr (11)

Taking the boiling point of the distillate as reference (i.e. heat
sink, ground) temperature, the previous equation can be rewritten
as:

_Qreb

�
1� TD

TB

�
þ _QT�adj

 
1� TD

TT�adj

!
þ _QMIX

�
1� TD

TF

�

¼ TD$
�
D _Sirr;T�MIX þ D _Sirr;MIX þ D _Sirr;COL

�
(12)

The individual terms on the right hand side represent irre-
versible production of entropy by:

� Co-current heat exchange (manifesting destruction of thermal
de-mixing work done by column)

� Mixing of compounds (manifesting destruction of separation
work done by the column, see Eq. (1))

� Irreversible entropy production due to irreversibilities in the
column

Using the heat balance of the distillation and the entire cycle,
the following equivalences can be obtained:

D _HCOL ¼ _HB þ _HD � _HF ¼
�
_Qreb � _Qcondenser

�
¼ _QT�adj þ _QMIX

(13)

The temperature of both streams after their co-current heat
exchange is between the initial temperatures of those streams. Let
us consider a case where the feed is injected at its boiling tem-
perature, which is close to the temperature of the products after
their thermal equilibration in the co-current heat exchanger. Such
an assumption is, however, only approximately valid, as there is no
exact additive mixing rule for boiling points of mixtures based on
boiling points and content of pure compounds [21]. Then, the heat
needed in the consecutive heat adjusting stage is expectably small
-current heat exchange between products in an exchanger of infinite area, followed by
l mixing of products and reinjection of the mixture as feed to the distillation column.
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as compared to other terms in that equation and the average
temperature of heat addition/withdrawal in this operation can be
approximated by the temperature of the feed. Thus, for a saturated
liquid feed, Eq. (12) can generally be transformed in Eq. (14).

_Qreb

�
1� TD

TB

�
þ D _HCOL

�
1� TD

TF

�

¼ TD$
�
D _Sirr;T�MIX þ D _Sirr;MIX þ D _Sirr;COL

�
(14)

This equation was derived with the assumptions of saturated
liquid feed and total condenser. It can easily be extended also to
partially or fully vaporized feeds, where part of the heat to distil-
lation is delivered by the enthalpic potential of the feed. The cor-
responding work potential of this heat is lower as compared to the
heat obtained in reboiler. The enthalpic potential of the feed cor-
responds to the 2nd term in Eq. (14). In case when a partial
condenser is used, part of heat remains as thermal potential of the
distillate. However, discharge of heat by the distillate at this tem-
perature has zero work potential, since it is the heat sink temper-
ature as defined in formulation of Eq. (12). Thus, due to the formal
treatment of the vapors of the distillate as condensate of a total
condenser, Eq. (14) holds also for a partial condenser when the
condensation heat of the distillate is excluded in the second term of
Eq. (14). The total change of enthalpy of streams during distillation
as compared to the distillation feed can be caused by appreciable
excess mixing heat, which is reflected in heat duty of isothermal
mixer.

Analyzing the previous equations, a distillation column can be
conceptualized as a heat engine transforming the reboiler heat into
separation work done at the temperature of the condenser, if:

� The enthalpy difference between products and feed is negligible
compared to the heat duty of the reboiler. This suggests a liquid
feed close to its boiling point, and negligible excess heat of
mixing of the feed mixture.

� The thermal de-mixing work is negligible compared to the
separation work done.

If these conditions are satisfied, then Eq. (14) equals Eq. (6) with
T0 being TD.

The heat discharged from a Carnot engine is always less than the
heat accepted, the difference is the amount of work produced. This
is not the case for the cycle of Fig. 4, and on the contrary, equal
reboiler and condenser heat duties are expected for this engine
when ideal feed mixtures are considered without excess heat of
mixing. This obvious paradox can be explained by Fig. 3 (left)
illustrating the intrinsic coupling of two processes, i.e. production
of work in the Carnot engine and application of this work to
separate compounds in the feed. Acceptance of separation work in
an isothermal separation process without excess mixing heat ef-
fects implies the discharge of its heat equivalent at the temperature
of the separation. Hence, closing the energy balance around a
distillation column, the net heat effect observed is the discharge of
all accepted heat in the condenser, Fig. 3 (left), when negligible
excess mixing heat of separated compounds is assumed.
Concluding, the Carnot engine parallel for a distillation column is
justified, when seen as part of a coupled work generation - appli-
cation process. Due to the temperature difference in the reboiler
and the condenser, there is a difference in work potential of the
heat that is accepted in the reboiler, and the heat withdrawn in the
condenser, evenwhen quantitatively these heats are equal in size. It
is this difference in work potential of the heat flows that is trans-
ferred to the separated streams in the distillation process.

Analysis of the thermal de-mixing work starts with considering
the entropy generated in co-current heat exchanger (Fig. 4), which
can be expressed as:

D _Sirr;Q�HEX ¼ D _SD þ D _SB ¼ _nDc
D
P ln

TBD
TD

þ _nBc
B
P ln

TB
TBD

(15)

At the same time, from the heat balance of this heat exchanger it
follows:

_nDc
D
P ðTBD � TDÞ ¼ _nBc

B
PðTB � TBDÞ (16)

For the case of similar heat capacities of both products
cDP ¼ cBP ¼ cP , the next formula holds:

D _Sirr;Q�HEX ¼ _nFcP ½lnðxFATD þ ð1� xFAÞTBÞ � xFA lnðTDÞ
� ð1� xFAÞlnðTBÞ� (17)

Comparing Eq. (12) with ideal separation work in Eq. (3), the
following ratio can be obtained for the thermal de-mixingwork and
the ideal separation work:

_WT�demix
_WSEP;id

¼�T0D _ST�mix

�T0D _SSEP;id

¼cP
R
½lnðxFATDþð1�xFAÞTBÞ�xFA lnðTDÞ�ð1�xFAÞlnðTBÞ�

½xFA lnðxFAÞþð1�xFAÞlnð1�xFAÞ�
¼cP

R
Z

(18)

The parameter Zwas calculated for various differences of boiling
points of pure compounds obtained in distillate and bottom TB and
TD and feed compositions. In Fig. 5, the parameter Z is shown over
the entire compositional range. For DTb of 30 K or 100 K, the value
does not exceed 1.6$10�3 and 1.5$10�2, respectively. Table 2 pro-
vides examples of calculations for various representative chemicals.

Based on this analysis, the thermal de-mixing work can be
generally neglected for close-boilers that differ less than 30 K in
boiling point, and when their molar isobaric heat capacities are
relatively small (e.g. 380 J mol�1 K�1 for dodecane). Otherwise, the
thermal de-mixing work should be regarded as physical upgrading
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of streams and has to be included in analysis. In case the thermal
separationwork is not negligible, it needs to be included along with
separation work in the definition of efficiency in Eq. (7).
2.3. Internal efficiency of distillation

Although in Eq. (7) a definition was given for the internal effi-
ciency of distillation processes, no relation was provided to express
this internal efficiency to properties of the feed, i.e. composition
and relative volatility. In the following analysis, for ideal VLE binary
mixtures, that derives this relation, the following assumptions are
considered:

� The distillation feed is introduced as a saturated liquid (at
boiling point)

� The heat of evaporation of both compounds is sufficiently
similar to be approximated by a single value, and apparent
enthalpy changes along the column due to the temperature
profile can be neglected as compared to the heat exchanged due
to evaporation/condensation. The specific enthalpy of boiling
liquid and saturated vapor can be considered parallel along the
entire compositional range [27]. The operating lines are
described in both stripping and rectifying sections by linear
functions of the composition in molar ratio expression. This is
reflected in the constant molar overflow assumption. Intro-
ducing this assumption, all temperature induced effects on
enthalpy are also a-priory negligible.

� The relative volatility of the two compounds in the mixture can
be considered constant in the range of compositions and tem-
peratures. This implies the validity of Raoult's law, thus activity
coefficients can be considered to be equal to 1. For such mix-
tures, equal values of evaporation enthalpies induce minimum
change of relative volatility due to temperature changes along
the column. Validity of Raoult's law also implies that separation
work can be calculated using Eq. (2) or Eq. (3) for a sharp split.

� Analysis is done for minimum reflux ratio conditions. As the real
reflux ratio is usually 1.1 to 1.2 times larger value than the
minimum reflux ratio, the conclusions can be extended to effi-
ciency of real distillation processes.

� Pressure drop induced effects are neglected in this basic
analysis.

In formulation of a relation describing the efficiency of adiabatic
distillation columns, actual reboiler and condenser heat duties
need to be correlated to properties of the feed using design calcu-
lations. Such link can be provided following the well-known
McCabe Thiele's method [22], which is excellent for explaining
aspects of binary distillation processes. The operating lines in both
column sections are graphical representations of the material bal-
ances of the parts between its ends (distillate or bottom stream)
and inlet and outlet from the boundary tray of such mass balance
envelope.

The material balance coupling the composition of streams can
under assumption of constant molar overflow be coupled to a
constant reflux ratio. This idea is essential for the graphical con-
struction of McCabe-Thiele diagrams, since it provides operation
Table 2
Maximum de-mixing work vs separation work for various components, at 30 K and 100

Component cP
R

_WT�demix
_WSEP;id

at D

Water 9 1.5%
Ethanol 13.5 2.2%
Dodecane 45.2 7.3%
lines to be straight.

_nL ¼
xDA � yA
yA � xA

_nD ¼ R _nD ðrectifying sectionÞ (19)

_nV ¼ xA � xBA
yA � xA

_nB ¼ B _nB ðstripping sectionÞ (20)

For saturated feed, the relation between the flows of vapor and
liquid in both sections can be obtained from the total phase flow
balance in the stripping section:

_nV ¼ _nL þ _nD (21)

The equilibrium composition of binary mixtures can be
expressed as follows:

yA ¼ axA
1þ ða� 1ÞxA

(22)

Combining the above equations, the compositional dependence
of the minimum flows in both phases follows:

_nLmin ¼ axA � xDA½1þ ða� 1ÞxA�
axA � xA½1þ ða� 1ÞxA�

_nD ¼ Rmin _nD (23)

_nVmin ¼ ðxA � xBAÞ½1þ ða� 1ÞxA�
axA � xA½1þ ða� 1ÞxA�

_nW ¼ Bmin _nB (24)

The minimum amount of liquid flow corresponding to the
minimum reflux ratio increases with decreasing content of the
lighter compound.

The operating lines in case of ideal VLE cross each other and the
equilibrium line at the feed stage that corresponds to the feed
pinch-point. Minimum liquid and vapor flows at such conditions
represent net minimum flows of the liquid and vapor in both sec-
tions and relates them, closing the heat balance of the column. As
the minimum reflux ratio can be related to composition of the feed,
the design calculation of minimum liquid and vapor flows are long
known and can be found in more detail in Ref. [30].

For a boiling liquid feed, in the case of the limiting scenario of a
total split (100% yield of products, xDA ¼ 1, xBA ¼ 0), the minimum
refluxed liquid flow above the equilibrium stage and the balance
over the column as:

_nLmin ¼ _nF
a� 1

(25)

This equation is valid without either assumption of constant
molar overflow, or ideal VLE behavior, and it is generally valid for
actual conditions around the feed stage, with the limitation of the
absence of tangent pinch points [6]. Using the assumption of con-
stant molar overflow, and the mass balance for a sharp split, the
previous equation can be expressed in terms of minimum reflux
ratio and distillate flowrate:

Rmin ¼ 1
xFAða� 1Þ (26)

As a result of the assumption of the equal evaporation heats of
K difference of boiling points.

Tb ¼ 30 K xFA ¼ 0.5
_WT�demix
_WSEP;id

at DTb ¼ 100 K xFA ¼ 0.5

14%
20%
68%
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both separated compounds, and the minimum enthalpy difference
between a boiling liquid feed and the products, the following for-
mula for reboiler/condenser duty required can be obtained.

_Qreb ¼ _Qcond ¼ _nDðRmin þ 1Þ$DvH ¼ xFA _nFðRmin þ 1ÞDvH

¼ xFA _nF

�
1

xFAða� 1Þ þ 1
�
DvH (27)

This equation has two asymptotic ends, depending on the value
of relative volatilities. One asymptotic end is the distillation of a
mixture with low relative volatility (close boiling mixtures). In that
case, the heat calculated is not dependent on the composition of the
feed, but rather proportional to the molar amount of the feed in
total.

Qb ¼ _nFDvH
ða� 1Þ (28)

At large values of relative volatility, the other limiting scenario
corresponds to practically single stage evaporationwith zero reflux.

Qb ¼ xFA _nFDvH (29)

In this case, the equilibrium concentration is proportional to the
heat of phase change of the light component only. Increasing the
relative volatility, the difference in evaporation heats of both
compounds generally increases. Thus, the initial assumption of the
constant molar overflow diminishes. Also, different evaporation
heats induce a temperature dependence of relative volatility, thus it
cannot be generally considered constant along a distillation col-
umn, even when the validity of Raoult's law is preserved. Despite
this fact, Eq. (27) provides valuable insights in distillation perfor-
mance change for different relative volatility of compounds.

Fig. 6 (left) plots the ratio of reboiler duty to the heat needed to
evaporate the feed, while Fig. 6 (right) plots the reboiler duty
normalized to the heat needed to evaporate the light component,
along the concentration range of the light component at various
values of relative volatility. Even for common relative volatilities of
1.5 or 2, the heat consumption is relatively independent on the
concentration of the separated species, corresponding to the
asymptotic scenario presented in Eq. (28). Moreover, even for much
larger values of relative volatility (a¼ 5e10), the heat consumption
is considerably larger than the heat needed to evaporate the light
component. This behavior is more severe for cases, where the light
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Fig. 6. Feed composition dependence of the ratio of reboiler duty of distillation column shar
whole feed (left) and the heat needed to evaporate the light component in the feed (right)
compound is diluted in the feed. Overall, this shows the limits of
applicability of the popular belief that the heat consumption in the
reboiler can be approximated by the heat needed to evaporate the
light component, except for the case of very large values of relative
volatility (evaporation process) in combination with large con-
centrations of evaporated species in the distillation feed.

Eqs. (27)e(29) reflect an intuitive understanding of a distillation
process: that the heat duty of a distillation column scales up pro-
portionally to the amount of feed, and with the evaporation heat of
compounds to be separated. However, as a paradox, the maximum
separation work that is possibly delivered to the products by the
column, Eqs. (1)e(8), scales only with themolar amount of feed and
the difference in boiling points being seemingly independent from
the evaporation heat of both compounds. This apparent paradox
can be explained by the next equations that express internal effi-
ciency of a distillation column as defined in Eq. (7). Combining Eqs.
(3) and (27), the following formula for the product of the Carnot
efficiency and the internal efficiency can be obtained.

hIhC ¼
_WSEP;id
_Qreb

¼ �RTD _nF ½xFA lnðxFAÞ þ ð1� xFAÞlnð1� xFAÞ�
xFA _nF$DvH

�
1

xFAða�1Þ þ 1
�

(30)

From this equation, an expression for the internal efficiency can
be obtained.

hI ¼
�RTD½xFA lnðxFAÞ þ ð1� xFAÞlnð1� xFAÞ�

DvH
�

1
ða�1Þ þ xFA

�
hC

(31)

Using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, the natural logarithm of
the relative volatility of two compounds of about the same evap-
oration heat can be obtained, using their boiling points at the
pressure of distillation.

lnðaÞ ¼ �DvH
R

�
1
TB

� 1
TD

�
¼ DvH

RTD
hC (32)

The logarithm of the relative volatility scales up with the
evaporation heat of the compounds, thus for the relative volatility
to remain constant, the difference in boiling points should increase
with decreasing evaporation heat, and vice versa. Changing the
pressure, the Carnot efficiency in Eq. (32) tends to remain constant
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ply separating the feed in pure compounds per amount of heat needed to evaporate the
.
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[23], thus the relative volatility is reciprocally proportional to the
temperature of the distillation.

Following Eq. (32), both a small difference in boiling points, and
a low heat of evaporation results in low relative volatility. This ef-
fect explains the paradox described earlier. The natural logarithm of
the relative volatility divided by the universal gas constant and the
boiling point of the more volatile compound, can be seen as the
maximum work obtainable by evaporation of 1 mol of the feed
mixture - in analogy with Eq. (8). Using Eq. (31) and (32), the for-
mula for internal efficiency of the column can be rewritten as a
function of composition and relative volatility.

hI ¼ �xFA lnðxFAÞ þ ð1� xFAÞlnð1� xFAÞ
lnðaÞ$

�
1

ða�1Þ þ xFA

� (33)

Eq. (33) can be also derived by using rigorous exergy analysis,
and its validity was verified on several real distillation systems [2].
Fig. 7 (left) illustrates the concentration dependence of the internal
efficiency using Eq. (33) at various values of relative volatility. This
is in agreement with observations based on other approaches re-
ported in literature [2,4]. For relatively low values of relative
volatility (up to 2), the efficiency is symmetrical with amaximumof
about 70% corresponding to the symmetrical (equimolar) mixture.
The maximum efficiency of 70% for low relative volatility mixtures,
and efficiency values of 32% (for feeds containing 10% and 90% of
light component) are significantly above the generally perceived
distillation efficiency of 10% and below. One of the effects causing
decreased real internal efficiency is pressure drop [4]. However,
many distillation papers present exo-irreversible efficiency defined
in Eq. (9) as thermodynamic efficiency of distillation systems. Based
on this discrepancy, it can be seen, that the majority of work po-
tential is generally lost due to heat transfer driving force (in
condenser and reboiler) and not in the distillation column itself [2].
The natural logarithm of the relative volatility for its values close to
one can be approximated as:

lnðaÞ ¼ a� 1 (34)

Thus, for low values of relative volatility, Eq. (33) can be
rewritten (by neglecting close to zero terms) as follows e similar to
ideal sharp split separation work represented by Eq. (3):

hI ¼ �ðxFA lnðxFAÞ þ ð1� xFAÞlnð1� xFAÞÞ (35)
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Fig. 7. Internal efficiency of distillation process (left), and work obtained by adding heat
composition with relative volatility of the mixture as varied parameter.
For low relative volatilities then, the heat consumption in the
reboiler can be calculated as:

_Qreb ¼ _nF
RTD
hC

(36)

The heat duty for lower relative volatilities can independent of
feed composition be approximated by this formula, with the heat
proportional to the amount of processed feed and reciprocally
proportional to the Carnot efficiency arising from the boiling points
of both compounds. This in agreement with the results presented in
Fig. 6 (left). This formula also shows that no influence of the
evaporation heat on the heat duty in distillation processes can be
expected for distillation of mixtures with low relative volatility.
Decreasing the distillation pressure, the temperature in the
numerator of Eq. (36) increases linearly proportionally, while the
Carnot efficiency tends to remain constant as mentioned for rela-
tive volatility, Eq. (32). In scenarios when heat duty is of primary
concern due to unfavorable work potential destruction resulting
from external heat transfer, decreasing the distillation pressure is a
possible strategy to decrease the severity of this issue, e.g. cryo-
genic distillations of small close boiling hydrocarbons C2 and C3[2].

The symmetrical decrease of the internal efficiency to zero, for
the feed approaching any compositional end, points to large waste
of work potential in distillation of strongly diluted mixtures. This is
proportionally translated to exo-irreversible efficiency, Eq. (9).
Introduction of side reboilers or condenser is not likely a viable
option too, due to the large destruction of saved work potential for
the same heat consumed by external heat transfer driving forces.
Thus, as alternative, using mass separation agents is a better
prospect for separation of such mixtures.

Increasing the relative volatility, the maximum in the internal
efficiency is almost preserved, while the locus of the maximum
moves towards lower concentrations of the light compound, as
shown in Fig. 7 (left). However, the limiting internal zero efficiency
for infinite dilution of both compounds is still preserved. The
evaporation heat is translated into separationwork obtainable from
heat, Eq. (8), due to its influence on the relative volatility and thus
internal efficiency, Eqs. (32) and (33). For cases when the feed is not
a saturated liquid but fully vaporized, the maximum in Fig. 7 is
preserved and shifts symmetrically with the composition of heavy
compound. At the same time, the maximum efficiency can be
preserved in the compositional range by suiting the ratio of liquid
and vapor between the limiting cases of boiling liquid and
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saturated vapor feeds [2,4]. However, such a result is of limited
practical importance. When taking exo-irreversible implications
into account, if the feed needs to be vaporized by the same heat
source as used in reboiler, then all potential improvement of in-
ternal efficiency by a suitable thermal state of feed are to be
destroyed by external heat transfer.

The asymptotic endpoint of the moving maximum in Fig. 7 (for
very large values of relative volatility) is reflected in the increasing
efficiency of evaporators with decreasing concentration of the light
component, as opposed to distillation of low relative volatility
mixtures. Fig. 7 (right) shows the concentration dependence of the
separation work done by the equivalent of heat needed to evapo-
rate the feed. Increasing the relative volatility, all lines asymptoti-
cally approach the master line (with deviations in the lower
concentration regions) of the same shape as in Fig. 2 (right). In-
termediate behavior can be observed for low content of more vol-
atile component, where a larger value of relative volatility is
needed for achievement of limiting evaporation-like behavior.

For evaporation processes, the Carnot efficiency is defined by
external temperature limits of the process, since the heavy product
is non-volatile for all practical reasons. At large relative volatilities,
the product of the internal efficiency and the Carnot efficiency in
Eq. (30) can be shown using Eqs. (3) and (29) to be reciprocally
proportional to the evaporation heat.

hIhC ¼
_WSEP;id
_Qreb

¼ �RTD½xFA lnðxFAÞ þ ð1� xFAÞlnð1� xFAÞ�
xFA$DvH

(37)

Thus, as opposed to distillation of close boiling point mixtures,
the evaporation heat of the more volatile species is the governing
parameter in estimation of the internal efficiency of evaporation
processes.

2.4. Example cases

To investigate the applicability of the short-cut efficiency
calculation on real binary distillations, three industrial distillation
cases were studied. The three cases were simulated using the
DSTWUmodule in Aspen Plus with the Peng-Robinson equation of
state as benchmark. The internal efficiency was calculated based on
these process simulations, and were compared with the short-cut
method. The first two cases were C3 splitter columns fraction-
ating propane-propylene mixtures at 3 bar and 15 bar. The
respective average relative volatility was 1.22 and 1.14, respectively.
The third case was a distillation of butane and pentane (C4eC5) at
3 bar with an average relative volatility of 2.83. For each case, three
feed compositions were evaluated, i.e. x ¼ 0.05, x ¼ 0.50 and
x ¼ 0.95. The heat duties were estimated at a reflux ratio of 1.2
times the minimum reflux ratio, and for boiling liquid feeds. To
mimic close to sharp separations, a conservative estimate of 99%
recovery of each compound in its natural product cut was sup-
posed. Pressure drop effects were neglected.

For each process, the maximum work input was calculated
based on heat duty of the reboiler, the Carnot efficiency was
calculatedwith Eq. (4) using the temperatures in the condenser and
reboiler. The actual achieved work was estimated from the
Table 3
Comparison of simulation results with internal efficiency calculation using Eq. (31) (the va
based on the Gibbs energies of the streams.

Case TB, K TD, K hC

Propane-propene (3 bar) 258.8 252.5 2.4%
Propane-propene (15 bar) 316.8 309.0 2.4%
Butane-pentane (3 bar) 345.1 305.4 11.5%
difference in the Gibbs energy flows of feed and product streams.
The internal efficiency was calculated from the actual achieved
work and the maximum work output using Eq. (7). These effi-
ciencies, tabulated in Table 3, were compared to the internal effi-
ciency calculated with Eq. (31) (values in between brackets). It
follows from the comparison that despite additional thermal effects
on the Gibbs energy, non-perfect sharp split, and reflux ratios
considerably larger than their minimum value, Eq. (31) provides
reasonable estimates on actual distillation column performances,
and is validated for its fast screening. The largest deviations were
observed for feeds containing 50 mol % of both compounds, where
the effect of the larger reflux ratio seems to play an important role.
In all three cases deviations ranging from 11% to 19% of the esti-
mated internal efficiency were observed for the equimolar feed,
while the deviations were only a few percent at the dilute feeds.

Also, comparing the calculated heat duties of 64 and 79 MW for
distillation of 100 t h�1 of 50:50 C3 mixture at pressures of 3 and
15 bars, respectively correlate well with the simple expression in
Eq. (36) and the respective condenser temperatures presented in
Table 3.

The low Carnot efficiency in case of C3 splitting results in large
reboiler duties, while the actual internal efficiency is not poor for
close to 50:50 feeds. In such cases, a significant reduction in utility
heat duty may be realized by application of heat-pump technolo-
gies. For strongly diluted feeds (e.g. xFA ¼ 0.05), the internal effi-
ciency is low, and heat pump technology is less favorable, in these
cases affinity operations such as liquid-liquid extraction or
adsorption are suggested to remove minor impurities.
3. Practical recommendations

Understanding of the origin of the efficiency of simple distilla-
tion processes enables to address the issue appropriately by alter-
native technology. The key to minimizing the lost work is to design
a process that is as close as possible to being reversible, while still
economical [25]. Following the analysis of the energy efficiency of
distillation, it can be concluded that the lost work (thermodynamic
irreversibilities) include: heat transfer or/and mixing between
fluids of different temperatures; mass transfer between streams
that are not in equilibrium. The heat transfer related lost work is
reflected for example in the temperature differences between the
inlet vapor and inlet liquid on each stage. The lost work due to heat
transfer represents a large part of the total lost work. Sometimes,
inter-reboilers can be employed (using waste heat or heat inte-
gration) to increase internal efficiency and thus reduce the high
pressure steam requirements in distillations of wider-boiling
compounds. Similarly, inter-condensers are recommended for
sub-ambient operation in order to reduce the expensive refrigera-
tion requirements.

Summing up, based on this work the following practical rec-
ommendations can be made to increase the overall efficiency of
distillation processes.

� Pre-concentrate the feed by other separation methods (e.g.
liquid-liquid extraction, adsorption, membrane separation, etc),
lues in between brackets) for three studied cases. Simulated internal efficiencies are

hI xFA ¼ 0.05 hI xFA ¼ 0.50 hI xFA ¼ 0.95

21% (21%) 62% (69%) 19% (18%)
17% (21%) 58% (69%) 17% (19%)
28% (31%) 55% (63%) 14% (13%)
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especially in case of highly diluted streams, e.g. when the in-
ternal efficiency drops below 20%.

� Employ heat pumps (e.g. vapor recompression, compression-
resorption) to recover and re-use the low temperature heat
discharged to avoid large utility heat duty. This is typically the
case for close-boiling components, where the difference be-
tween the reboiler and condenser temperatures is small (as a
rule of thumb below 15 �C), hence, the Carnot efficiency of
distillation as heat engine is low.

� Reduce the operating pressure to decrease further the heat duty
required by distillation by increasing the relative volatility.
Adjust relative volatility, so that maximum internal efficiency
corresponds to feed composition [2].

For the sake of completeness and reader's convenience, a few
more generic suggestions are also included [14]:

� Improve energy utilization by appropriate retrofit of internals
(i.e. optimize the heat duty changes associated to the change in
the number of stages).

� Thermally integrate distillation columns (e.g. fully thermally
coupled distillation), wherever possible, to re-use heat of
various (intermediate) temperature levels.

� Apply energy integration concepts (e.g. multi-effect distillation).
� Use non-adiabatic (or close to diabatic) distillation systems (e.g.
HIDiC technology)

� Explore the possibility of using of inter-reboilers (when waste
heat is available or the heating utility is expensive) and/or inter-
condensers (when refrigeration is expensive).

� Pre-heat the feed streams (e.g. by feed-effluent heat integration,
or using waste heat).

� Feed directly to downstream units (i.e. without intermediate
cooling/condensing).
4. Conclusions

Treating separation processes as heat engines that create sepa-
ration work allows the analysis of their performance in a consistent
and straightforward way, and relates the internal efficiency to the
composition of themixture and the thermodynamic properties of the
components to be separated. Employing this approach, the internal
efficiency of distillation is based on the separationwork realized from
theworkpotential used. Basically, a distillation columncanbe treated
as a heat engine that transforms heat between the endo-reversible
temperature limits defined by the boiling points of the components
separated (i.e. reboiler and condenser temperatures).

Employing this approach, the internal efficiency is proportion-
ally translated to the efficiency of external work potential utiliza-
tion, for any thermal interactionwith other parts of the process. The
internal efficiency of distillation can be expressed as a function of
the relative volatility of the components and of the feed composi-
tion. The overall efficiency is the product of the Carnot efficiency
and the internal efficiency.

In case of distilling mixtures with low relative volatility, the
reboiler duty is independent of the feed composition and the heat of
vaporization of the separated compounds, while being reciprocally
proportional to the Carnot efficiency of such a column. The internal
efficiency in this case has a maximum of about 70% for symmetrical
equimolar feed composition, and decreases to zero for feed com-
positions approaching infinite dilution of either component.

For larger values of relative volatility, the maximum internal
efficiency is preserved but the locus of themaximum shifts towards
lower concentrations of light component. The limiting end is the
increase of internal efficiency with decreasing concentration of
light component (typical for evaporators). Understanding of effi-
ciency of distillation processes enables a guided approach in the
synthesis of more efficient separation processes.
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Nomenclature
Symbols
a relative volatility
g activity coefficient, - h efficiency, - c specific molar heat

capacity, J mol K�1

G flux of Gibbs energy, J s�1

H flux of material stream enthalpy, J s�1

n molar flux, mol s�1

R universal gas constant, 8.314 J kmol�1 K�1

R reflux ratio
Q heat flux, J s�1

S entropy flux, J s�1 K�1

T thermodynamic temperature, K
W work flux, J s�1

x molar fraction
Z parameter defined in Eq. (18)

Indices
0 corresponding to reference state
A more volatile (light) component of binary mixture
B corresponding to bottom of column
BA corresponding to more volatile (light) component in

bottom product stream
BD corresponding to streams after temperature equilibration

of column's distillate and bottom products
C Carnot
COL in column
Cold corresponding to utility accepting heat in condenser
D corresponding to distillate
DA corresponding to more volatile (light) component in

distillate stream
EXT taking external heat transfer into account
F feed
FA corresponding to more volatile (light) component in feed

stream
Hot corresponding to utility delivering heat in reboiler
i regarding i-th compound entering system
j designation of heat stream in the system
I internal, corresponding to endo-reversible

limits(excluding external heat transfer)
id at ideal mixing conditions
in referring to streams into the process (activity coefficients

equal to 1, Raoult's law is valid)
irr irreversible (produced due to irreversibility)
l regarding l-th compound entering system
L liquid
lost corresponds to flux of property or potential destruction

due to irreversibility
m designation of heat stream out of the system
max maximum, corresponding to theoretical reversible

operation reversible
min corresponding to pinched column conditions, minimum

energy use
mix regarding mixing process
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out referring to streams out of the process
reb in reboiler
P isobaric
SEP regarding separation process
T-adj corresponding to temperature adjustment stage
T-demix corresponding to demixing temperature
V evaporation

Other designations
DX net change of property X
X thermodynamically averaged (the temperature, that

corresponds to the same entropy flux due to heat
exchange, as equal to entropy flux due to heat exchange in
range including temperature change of media during the
process)

_X flux (flow) of property
ROL rectifying operating line
SOL stripping operating line
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